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Overview
How Does It Support Your Emergent Bilinguals?  
Finish Line TELPAS builds students’ test-taking skills for the Texas English Language 
Proficiency Assessment System (TELPAS). Online practice prepares emergent bilinguals 
for the types of questions they will encounter and the kinds of responses that are 
expected. Reports provide pinpointed data to help drive your instruction. Printed 
books are available.

FREE printed books  

in student sets!

See page 17.

Grades 2–12

https://www.continentalpress.com/product/finish-line-telpas/
https://www.continentalpress.com/product/finish-line-telpas-interactive-ebooks/
https://www.continentalpress.com/product/finish-line-telpas-interactive-ebooks/
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Overview
Ready When You Are  
Practice is immediate and ready to go at 
any time. The easy-to-use format allows 
students to start and stop as needed. Use 
in your busy school days, as homework,  
or outside-of-school programs. 
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Student Practice
Practice for Tested Domains and Item Types
Sections are organized by TELPAS language domain (listening, speaking, 
reading, writing) and include appropriate TELPAS item types. 



Student Practice
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Connections to Language and  
Content Standards

• Strengthen reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills from 
the Texas English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS). 

• Reinforce grade-level Texas Essential Knowledge  
and Skills (TEKS) through lesson topics.

Texts across mathematics, 
science, and social studies 



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Listening
Listen to audio prompts to:

• Identify an object 

• Match images to prompts



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Listening cont.
Listen to audio prompts to:

• Sequence images

• Identify word meanings

• Identify main idea and details with video support

• Analyze and draw conclusions with video support



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Speaking
Record answers to:

• Describe a picture

• Make a prediction

• Give directions

• Explain a process (grades 4–12)



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Speaking cont.
Record answers to:

• Tell a story based on picture cues

• Express an opinion

• Compare and contrast images

• Respond to an open-ended prompt



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Reading
Read fiction and nonfiction text to:

• Identify a word

• Answer cloze sentences

• Answer questions about a picture

• Answer content-based questions

• Analyze a story



Student Practice
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TELPAS Item Types: Writing
Write answers to:

• Writing prompts, including pictures or questions
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Built-in Teacher 
ToolsBuilt-In Teacher Tools

Scoring 
In addition to the TELPAS questions provided 
in the platform, you can create custom tests 
using your own content. Scoring features  
for both options include:

• Instant scoring for selected-response 
questions to save you time

• Teacher evaluations for speaking and 
writing questions to ensure the most 
accurate scoring
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Built-in Teacher 
ToolsBuilt-In Teacher Tools

Student Report Snapshot 
Review each student’s overall performance in key areas 
to determine next steps for instruction: 

• By language domain 

• By content area

• By proficiency level
Benchmark student 

progress
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Built-in Teacher 
ToolsBuilt-In Teacher Tools

Student and Class Report by Lesson 
Determine TELPAS readiness and pinpoint areas of need that need more work:

• % Class proficiency: not met, approaching, met

• Student’s scores

• Student’s multiple-choice answers, each identified by correct or incorrect 



More Teaching Support
The annotated teacher’s edition (sold separately in eBook 
and printed formats) provides additional support to 
enrich student learning: 

• Suggestions for administering each lesson

• Answer key

• Scoring rubrics 

• Extension activities

• Learning activities to support each  
language domain

• ELPS Student Expectations and Proficiency  
Level Descriptors

Annotated  
Teacher’s Edition
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Printed  
Student BookPractice for All Students 

We understand technology isn’t readily available, reliable, 
or convenient in every school and home. That’s why Finish 
Line TELPAS is available as printed student books— so all 
students have the chance to practice anytime, anywhere. 
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Grades 2–12

Ordering
Affordable Pricing
Online Student License with Built-In 
Teacher Tools
Student License with Teacher Management
Valid for one year from activation date. Minimum 
order of 20 licenses of the same grade.  
$18.75 each

Student Set
Includes 1 student license with teacher management 
and 1 FREE matching printed student book. 
Minimum order of 25 sets of the same grade. 
$18.75 per set

Need Additional Teaching Support? 
Annotated teacher’s editions are available as one-time-purchase 
eBooks or printed books with audio.
$67.90 each

No Access to Technology? 
Printed student books are available. 
30 or more copies of the same printed book $18.75 each
10–29 copies of the same printed book $22.55 each
5–9 copies of the same printed book $26.30 each

Licenses are valid for one year from the activation date.  
See permissions & terms of usage. Prices subject to change 
without notice.

FREE printed books  

in student sets!
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